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The triangle between the river Oka and the upper Volga en- 
closes the beginnings of Moscow's colonialism. It was there that 
the Great Russian, a mixture of Slav and Finn (as the Prussian is 
a mixture of Slav and German) began his expansionist drive to- 
wards imperialism, the effects of which we are witnessing today. 
Nature in the North was an inflexible taskmaster. The struggle to 
wrest a livelihood out of the forests, the marshes, the barren soil, 
as well as the resistance of the autochthonous population, the Finns, 
gave rise to certain character traits which, coupled with patterns 
of government copied from despotic Far Eastern rulers made the 
Great Russian relentless in pursuing his plans, cautious and per- 
severing, and a tough bargainer with an adversary. 

Suspicious of the ways of the stranger, isolated from the rest of 
the world, the citizen of Muscovy had a high regard for his own 
ability to rule. He had an almost superstitious faith in what he 
considered his own impeccability. 

Against such a background, relations between prince and people 
developed differently in the North than they did in the South. 
The v i d e  (public assembly) as an expression of the people's parti- 
cipation in government was superseded by the unlimited power 
wielded by the prince, the ruler and sovereign of the land. Even 
the type of prince ruling in the North differed from the one in the 
South who was usually a daring and knightly figure, eager for 
glory and renown like the brilliant Volodymyr Monomakh or his 
grandson, Izyaslav 11. Cold and calculating reason and ability to 
make adjustments predominated in the Northern princes. As a 
rule they were able and frugal administrators, with decided lean- 
ings toward despotism, as may be seen in the case of Andrew 
Bugolubsky. 

It was under such conditions that the Muscovite state grew. The 
state thrived and prospered through the centuries not by a peace- 
ful uniting of neighboring lands, but by forcible seizure of terri- 
tory after territory. It is dificult to say which played a more im- 
portant role in the imperialist drive: the Tatar autocracy imitated 
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by the early Russian princes, or the idea of a Third Rome which 
the literary men from the North were especially diligent in propa- 
gating after the fall of Byzantium, casting Muscovy in the role of 
a nation with a world mission and later in the role of an all-Rus- 
sian Big Brother. 

What a vast difference is apparent in the development of the 
Rus-Lithuanian state compared with that of Moscow, both first 
appearing on the scene of history during the fourteenth and fif- 
teenth centuries. In the first case we note the process of voluntary 
uniting or annexation of the Rus lands. In the second case it was 
the inevitable practice to use force, cunning, money, all of them 
often employed in the dealings with the clever diplomacy of the 
Tatars. The practice of making use of the adversary's weaknesses 
finally brought about the subjection of the northern principalities 
to the rule of the Grand Duke of Muscovy, later recognized as 
the Tsar. 

In the case of the republics of Pskov and Novgorod, Moscow 
kept a watchful eye for a long time on the two neighbors without 
interfering in their internal affairs, especially since the Grand 
Duke of Lithuania-Rus was considered a rival. She limited her- 
self to presenting her own candidates for the office of the prince 
of Novgorod principality, thereby setting up a balance of power 
against the aristocratic regime of this western republic. There 
came a time, however, when Novgorod, because of internal friction 
abetted by Moscow, was unable to resist the encroachments of her 
imperialist neighbor. Toward the end of the fifteenth century the 
freedom of Novgorod was destroyed. This was accomplished in 
a most ruthless manner. Not only did Novgorod cease to be inde- 
pendent, but a severe blow was dealt to her tlite. Members of the 
boyar group, for instance, were exiled into the central regions of 
Muscovy, while Muscovites were sent into Novgorod to take their 
place. 

The Muscovites were so blinded by their quest for still more 
territory and power that in destroying the independent or autono- 
mous principalities and states they failed to note that the fall 
of Novgorod and Pskov, for example, dealt a severe blow to 
Moscow itself. The doors to Europe were now closed. Relations 
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with the West in cultural, economic and other fields, to some 
extent already charted by Novgorod and Pskov, were now at an 
end. As a result of this isolation the cultural level of the people 
tended to be very low as late as the seventeenth and even during 
the eighteenth centuries. 

What Ivan I11 and Ivan IV were to Novgorod, Peter I was for 
the whole Ukraine; while Catherine I1 played the role of a 
nemesis for the Cossack republics and for the non-Russian neigh- 
bors in general. Neither Muscovy nor Russia of the Petersburg 
period could endure the neighboring stranger to enjoy an inde- 
pendent status. This was not simply a desire for territorial ag- 
grandizement. The ultimate purpose was the unification and 
Russification of everything within reach. 

In dealing with independent national units Muscovy tolerated 
them only until they were ripe for subjugation. The fact that in 
the Left Bank Ukraine, the Sich and the Don enjoyed a measure 
of autonomy within the Empire at one time or another did not 
mean that Moscow was tolerant and understanding of the rights 
of a people to govern itself. It merely meant that the Empire was 
not yet sufficiently powerful to make short shrift of their independ- 
ent status or else considered it inadvisable to interfere for the time 
being. The imperialist government of Petersburg appeared tolerant, 
for a time, of the autonomous regimes of the Baltic provinces and 
of Finland's parliamentary government. It went so far as to make 
promises to defend these against foreign encroachments. But there 
always came a day when pledges and promises lost their meaning. 
Designs for imperialist expansion proved victorious. 

The approach toward those who were not Russians was tinged 
with suspicion of everything strange. The non-Russians were 
strangers, therefore they must be changed into an image resemb- 
ling the ruling element, the Russians. Intolerant of the differences 
existing among peoples, with no ability in the more subtle pro- 
cesses of colonial policy (as, for instance, in the case of the British) 
Moscow's program was based on discovering the points of least 
resistance in a given state or people and stirring up internal dis- 
sension and con£ lict. 

Extending an arm for new territories to subjugate and conquer, 
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grandizement. The ultimate purpose was the unification and 
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In dealing with independent national units Muscovy tolerated 
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the Left Bank Ukraine, the Sich and the Don enjoyed a measure 
of autonomy within the Empire at one time or another did not 
mean that Moscow was tolerant and understanding of the rights 
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Moscow's program was based on discovering the points of least 
resistance in a given state or people and stirring up internal dis- 
sension and conflict. 

Extending an arm for new territories to subjugate and conquer, 
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it was as though imperialistic Muscovy realized the impossibility 
of the peaceful co-existence of an autocratic Russia on the one 
hand and, on the other, free peoples united in a federation volun- 
tarily achieved. Fear of libertarian trends and of free peoples and 
groups within her Empire made Russia, with her institution of serf- 
dom, a representative of the darkest type of reaction in Europe. 
As time went on she became a demoralizing force not only for 
her own people, but also for the non-Russians within her borders 
and even for her neighbors in Europe. 

Federalism was an enemy, recognized though not necessarily 
acknowledged. In the eyes of the ignorant, however, Moscow ap- 
peared to be the defender and protector of the rights of the op- 
pressed or of the public interest of a given country. Social de- 
magogy and a certain degree of elasticity characterized Moscow's 
expansionist policy, but in one, at least, of her policies she was 
always consistent. 

Interfering in the affairs of an independent or autonomous state 
Moscow seemingly rallied to the defense of the weak elements 
against the stronger. A well-integrated, internally strong and sound 
nation, state or organization did not easily fall pray to imperialist 
designs. That is why one notes a certain consistency in the juxta- 
position of leaders against masses, and masses against leaders, a 
sinister method of calling forth internal social and class conflicts, 
not to protect or defend the weak against the overbearing exploiter, 
of course, but to complete the weakening of a remnant of a nation, 
state, or organization so as to bring about its final destruction. 

This may be clearly observed in Moscow's maneuvers as a repre- 
sentative of the sovereign power on the territories which she had 
acquired or which came within the sphere of her influence in one 
way or another. In Novgorod, the prince, an appointee of Moscow, 
had first of all to serve as a counterbalancing force against the pow- 
erful Novgorod aristocracy. At the same time the imperialist gov- 
ernment played on the anti-aristocracy sentiments of the masses of 
the people in so far as these were a flexible tool for its promises to 
better their lot. 

In Poland and Sweden in the eighteenth century the anarchic 
tendencies of the nobles were encouraged in the struggle against ' 
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the king, thereby greatly weakening these countries. In the Baltic 
countries, on the other hand, a group of privileged German feudal 
barons, numerically small, was supported against other groups, in- 
cluding the large non-German population. On the Left Bank 
Ukrain Moscow carried on infiltration within the masses in the Het- 
manshchyna (the Hetman state), while it was still autonomous, thus 
weakening and suppressing the powerful group of leaders, the 
starshyna (the Cossack Officer Corps), the real representative of 
the government. In the Sich, on the other hand, Muscovite Russia 
gave support to the starshyna to curb the powerful Cossack rank 
and file. 

It might be thought that this inability to understand the needs 
of other peoples and this unwillingness to organize some sort of 
mutually advantageous way of life was a characteristic of the Rus- 
sian government, the bureaucracy and aristocracy alone. This, un- 
fortunately, was not so. Wider circles of the population, including 
even the Russian intelligentsia, seemed absolutely unable to -arrive 
at a just and fair solution of the problems affecting the non-Russian 
peoples within the Empire. 

Mykhaylo Drahomanov, the Ukrainian scholar and political 
leader, had a profound understanding of these failings in the Great 
Russians pointing them out in his work Historical Poland and 
Great Russian Democracy.' He wonders why the Russians are un- 
able to grasp the importance of the federative idea, the idea of a 
voluntary union of peoples. Was it because in its very essence fed- 
eralism aims at developing and furthering those differences innate 
in peoples rather than destroying them? Drahomanov points out 
that of all the studies made of the various political ideologies and 
movements, the federal ideal has fewest exponents in Russian liter- 
ature and has the most difficult time making headway among the 
Russian people. 

The same held true in revolutionary circles. Most of the revolu- 
tionaries were, in reality, impatient with everything that was strange. 
"In Russia," writes Drahomanov, "the international slogan 'Prole- 

1 Sobranie poli~icheskikh sochincniy M .  P. Dragomanova, Paris, 1905, 1. 
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tarians of All Nations Unite,' was interpreted as 'Proletarians of 
All Nations Submit to Russia; Be Ye as the Russians.' " 2  

It would appear at first glance as if conditions changed when 
the Soviets came to power. Instead of centralization there was a 
federation of states, a union of Soviet republics. On the surface it 
appeared as though the Soviet Union had rid itself of the old ways 
and become a land of nations united. 

In reality, however, having adopted the toga of federalism, the 
October Revolution preserved only its outer form. The substance 
remained as before-centralization. Moscow continued to dictate 
all policies down to the most significant. Drahomanov quite aptly 
forecast the development of Russian socialism by saying that it 
would be highly centralized, Jacobin in c h a r a c t e r . 3 0 ~  we real- 
ize how prophetic were Drahomanov's words. Centralization and 
state nationalism, these are the fundamental characteristics of so- 
cialism as practised under Moscow. 

There were at first some indications that the new Russia might 
have parted ways with the old. Oficial Soviet phraseology actually 
borrowed from one of the important political tenets of Draho- 
manov: cosmopolitan in ideas and aims, national in form and cul- 
tural a~tivities.~ The Soviets, however, transposed it to read: com- 
munist in ideas and aims, national in form only. 

Professor Yavorsky, the official ideological interpreter of Ukrain- 
ian communism tried in his Outline of Ukrainian History to syn- 
thesize the two ideas, stressing nationalism not only in form but 
also in actual content. Because of this he became an object of spe- 
cial interest to the Soviet chauvinists and was exiled to the Solovky. 

T o  adapt ideas to serve national interests was a heresy which 
Moscow could not allow. Of Drahomanov's form and content the 
Bolsheviks retained only the form, that is the language, and even 
this, upon orders from Moscow, has been put through the grind- 
stone to bring it closer to the Russian language. This indeed was 

2 Drahomanov, op. cit., p. 142. 
3 M. Drahomanov, "Malorusky internatsionalizm," Vybrani rvory, Ukrainian Sociological 
Institute in Prague (Prague, 1937), I, p. 159. 

4 M. Drahomanov, "Chudatski dumky pro ukrayinsku natsyonalnu spravu," Zbid., I, p. 236. 
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a most original interpretation for the famous Drahomanov watch- 
word. 

THE IDEA OF FEDERALISM AND RUSSIA'S POLICY 

TOWARD THE FREE COSSACK REPUBLICS 

Probably nowhere was Moscow's attitude toward the idea of 
federalism so self-revelatory as in her relations with the free Cos- 
sack republics, the Ukrainian Zaporozhe and the Russian Don. To  
a certain extent this was also true in her relation toward the Ukrain- 
ian Hetman state. 

There came a time in Moscow's expansionist drive when her 
eyes turned southward to the shores of the Black Sea and the Sea 
of Azov. This began in the sixteenth century, but like Prince Vasili 
Galitsin's Crimean campaign in 1687, these first attempts met with 
failure. It was during the reign of Peter I that a definite policy was 
formulated and carried out. 

The two republics, the Zaporozhe and the Don, stood in the way 
of this expansionist drive southward. In the gradual curtailment, 
and finally, destruction of their freedoms, the timing and methods 
as well as the repercussions from these republics have a strange and 
interesting similarity, and that is why we are considering them. 
Russia had in mind no federal idea of a union of independent or 
autonomous states when she set her course southward, but instead 
the brutal annihilation of peoples who, given a chance, might have 
continued improving their free institutions, developing into strong 
democratic states. 

After the death of Bohdan Khmelynytsky, during the years of 
what is known as the "Great Ruin," the Zaporozhe retained its in- 
dependence. The Peace of Andrusiv in 1667, which divided the 
Ukraine between Muscovy and Poland, set Zaporozhe apart as a 
separate unit. Twenty years later the political situation changed, 
and on the basis of what has been called the perpetual peace be- 
tween Moscow and Poland (1686), the Zaporozhe came under the 
sovereignty of Moscow and the Hetman Regiment of the Left 
Bank Ukraine. Moscow was preparing to invade the Crimea, in 
fact to wage war against the Mohammedan Turco-Tatar peoples. 
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The Zaporozhe, neighboring on the Crimea thus assumed a spe- 
cial significance. 

In the case of the Don republic there does not seem to have been 
any marked dependence on Moscow before 1614. S. G. Svatikov 
refers to the period before 1614 as one of complete independence,' 
although it is difficult to describe accurately the state of depend- 
ence or independence of the Don Cossacks at this time. In that 
year the tsar sent the banner to the Don, the first that the Cossacks 
accepted from Moscow. He also ordered that relations with the 
Don Host be carried on through the Ambassadorial Office (Posol- 
sky prikax). This meant that the Don was considered to be a sep- 
arate state yet in a vassal relation to Mos~ow.~  

The Stenka Razin rebellion of 1671 speeded up Moscow's ag- 
gressiveness. The Don Host which until then had refused to 
swear allegiance to Moscow's tsars finally on September 29, 1671 
swore fealty to Tsar Alexis, thereby becoming a part of the Russian 
state. The Don Cossacks' right to independent relations with 
foreign countries was curtailed, as well as the right to give ref- 
uge to Moscow's enemies. Svatikov calls this period, from 1671 
to 1721, the period of the Don au tonom~.~  Stenka Razin's rebel- 
lion reverberated in the Hetman Ukraine. There have been data 
claiming that not only did Bryukhovetsky consider plans for a 
union with the Don republic (at the time he decided to break with 
Moscows) but that Hetman Mnohohrishny also conferred with 
Razin. It is possible that the reason why Moscow reconciled her- 
self so readily to the palace revolution at Baturyn (1672) was not 
only because Mnohohrishny was suspected of being in contact with 
Peter Doroshenko, but also because he was suspected of conferring 
with the Don revolutionaries. 

The drive against the two republics gained impetus toward the 
end of the seventeenth century. In the Zaporozhe Moscow built 
two forts on the Samara in 1688 and 1689. These were constructed 

5 S. G. Svatikov, Rossiya i Don 1549-1917 (Vienna, 1924), p. 43. 
6 Ibid., p. 65. 
7 Ibid., p. 107. 
8 0. Hermayze, "Ukrayina ta Din u XVII stolitti," Zapysky kyyivskoho instytutu narod- 
nyoyi osvity (Kiev, 1928), 111, 173 f. 
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jointly with the Hetman state supposedly against the Tatars. In 
reality they should be considered as the first step toward actual 
curtailment of the Zaporozhe. A few years later, after campaigns 
against Azov (1695-1696) another fort was built, the Kamenny 
Zaton, this one at the very heart of the Zaporozhe, across from the 
Sich headquarters. 

In 1696 Azov was captured by Peter's army. The Soviet his- 
torians, N. S. Chayev, and K. M. Bibikova9 consider Moscow's con- 
quest of Azov as a decisive step toward the final abolition of the 
Don's independence. As a result of this the Azov and Black Seas 
were from then on closed to the Don Cossacks. 

The taking of Azov and the building of the fort of Kamenny 
Zaton attacked the very nerve centers of the two Cossack republics. 
Their position was now about the same. The Zaporozhe was now 
controlled from the North by the two forts on the Samara, the 
Novobohoroditsky and the Novoserhievsky, where Muscovite gar- 
risons and Hetman troops were stationed. It was through these that 
colonists from the Hetman state made their way into the Sich 
territory. From within, control was in the hands of the forces sta- 
tioned at Kamenny Zaton. 

Colonization of the Don was in full swing, in this case from 
Muscovy, while in the South the Russians in Azov shut off the 
Don's outlet to the sea. Having taken Azov, Peter I by a decree of 
1703 forbade the Don Host to send its representatives to neighbor- 
ing countries without the knowledge of the Azov Governor, Tol- 
stoy. l 

Reaction to Moscow's imperialist drives was similar in both cases. 
In the Don it resulted in the Bulavin rebellion of 1707 in which, 
incidentally, the Zaporozhians took part. In the Zaporozhe itself 
it led to the Sich, under the leadership of Kost Hordiyenko, join- 
ing Charles XI1 and Mazepa, Hetman of the Ukraine. 

It is interesting to note that both in the Don and in the Zaporozhe 

9 N. S. Chayev i K. M. Bibikova, "Vzaimootnosheniya Moskvy i Dona nakanune Bulavin- 
skovo vosstaniya," Trudy istoriches~ouo arkheograficheskouo institutu akademii nauk S.S.S.R. 
(Moscow, 1935), XII, 19. 
10 Svatikov, op. cit., p. 111. 
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the ruling circles, the starshyna, took part in the revolutionary up- 
risings. The threat of losing all vestiges of independence united 
all groups. This is especially true of the Don during the first period 
of the rebellion. But even these revolts, a drastic expression of dis- 
content on the part of the two republics, failed to change Moscow's 
policy. The Russian government continued with the methods of 
old, curtailing, suppressing, and finally destroying organizations 
alien to those of Moscow. 

When, after the unsuccessful Prut campaign of 1711, Peter was 
forced to return Azov to the Turks, he built near the Don capital, 
Cherkasy, a new fort called Transhament, to which ammunition 
was transferred from Azov. Somewhat later, after a protest by the 
Turks, this was transferred north of Cherkasy and called New 
Transhament.ll This was Moscow's answer to Bulavin's rebellion. 
Soon the Don territory was covered with many such "Transha- 
ments." 

As far as the Sich was concerned, this Ukrainian Cossack strong- 
hold was from 1709-1734 under Tatar sovereignty, nominally un- 
der the rtgime of Philip Orlyk, who had after 1722 lived in Salon- 
ika. After the Zaporozhians returned to Russian rule in 1734, and 
a Sich headquarters was organized near the river Pidpolna, a Mos- 
cow controlled fort was built near the Sich. This was in addition 
to the Russian army divisions stationed in the old Zaporozhian for- 
tifications and along the borders.' 

Beginning with the second half of the eighteenth century Rus- 
sia's drive against the Zaporozhian state acquired new intensity. 
Foreign settlements, Serbian in particular, were organized on terri- 
tory belonging to the Sich. In the northwest, along the Polish bor- 
der, there appeared a settlement called New Serbia (1751). Along- 
side the Don, in the northeast, a colony was founded, called the 
Slavianoserbia (1754). Out of these and the so-called Ukrainian 
Line (forts built along the Ukrainian frontier) Moscow created 
a separate unit, the New Russian Gouvernement (Novorossiyskaya 

11 Svatikov, op. cit., p. 112. 
1 2  P. A. Ivanov, "Materialy po istorii Zaporozhia v XVIII veke," Zapiski imperatorskovo 
odess~ovo obshrhestva istorii i drevnostey, XXV, p. 66. 
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guberniya) dependent solely on Moscow, the administration of 
which was particularly hostile to the Zaporozhians. 

During the wars with Turkey (1768-1774) the inhabitants of the 
newly organized region made ever deeper inroads into the terri- 
tory belonging to the Zaporozhian Host, taking advantage of the 
fact that the Cossacks were involved in war. Still earlier, in the 
1740s by order of the Russian government the Ukrainian villages 
(slobody) along the Polish borders where many refugees from 
Russia and even Old Believers were allowed to settle, were made 
dependent on the Myrhorod Regiment and were thus outside the 
Cossack administration.' 

The pace of Moscow's interference in the internal affairs of the 
two republics was somewhat different. In the case of the Don, 
Peter behaved pretty much as he pleased, transferring the popula- 
tion, seizing land outright for colonization purposes, issuing orders 
that the administrative officials capture and deliver refugees and 
so on. In the Zaporozhe Moscow was more cautious. This was 
probably due to Mazepa's intervention. The Ukrainian Hetman 
warned the government about any abuse of power and the em- 
ployment of drastic measures against the Sich. After the Zaporozhe 
joined Charles XI1 and Mazepa in 1709 in the war against Russia 
it remained free of Russian rule until 1734. During this period it 
was under the sovereignty of the Turks and Tatars. The subjec- 
tion of the Don thus came about sooner than that of the Zaporozhe. 
The latter lost its sovereignty toward the end of the eighteenth 
century. 

Having gained a foothold in the two republics Peter I continued 
to extend his power by issuing a series of decrees. One of the fun- 
damental rights of the Don's autonomy was undermined by an 
order of January 18, 1718. According to this the Don Ataman, Vasil 
Frolov, chosen by the Host's Krug in 1717, was to retain his office 
until further notice. The Don was deprived of the right to choose 
its leader in a free election.14 Another decree of March 3, 1721, 

13 V. Bidnov, "Apolon Skalkovsky yak istoryk stepovoyi Ukrayiny," Naukouy yuuileyny 
zbirnyk ukrayinskoho uniuersytetu u Prazi prysuyacheny Masarykoui (Prague, 1925), I ,  
pp. 328, 331, 334. 
1 4  Svatikov, p. 149. 
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ordered the Don and Yaik Cossacks to come under the supervision 
of the War Collegium which transformed the Don, an autonomous 
state, to an autonomous region.15 After the death of Vasil Frolov 
the tsar refused in 1723 to agree to the Don Krug choice, Ivan 
Krasnoshchekov. Instead he issued an order that Andrey Lopatin 
be the Don ataman.16 From that time on the Don atamans were 
appointed by the tsars. 

A parallel situation arose in the Ukraine of the Hetmans. After 
the Poltava battle in 1709, Skoropadsky presented to the tsar the 
so-called Reshytyliv proposals asking that the old rights and free- 
doms of the Ukraine be confirmed and that several new statutes be 
added which would meet with the demands of the times. Peter's 
answer was a decisive ukax, signed in Kiev on July 31, 1709, a uni- 
lateral act of the tsar without the participation of the Ukrainian 
Hetman or Cossack officers as was the case under previous Het- 
mans. 

The drastic change came about on April 29, 1722, when Moscow 
issued a decree that a Little Russian Collegium be set up in the 
Ukraine. This was to be made up of Russian officers whose duty 
it was eventually to take over the work and the power of the Het- 
man. Another ukax bearing the same date decreed that the affairs 
of the Hetman Ukraine be transferred from the Department of 
Foreign Affairs (formerly Posolsky Prikax) to the Senate. This 
meant that Ukrainian affairs then became the internal affairs of 
Russia. The autonomy of the Hetman state suffered a severe blow. 
Finally, on April 29th, 1723, the office of the Hetman, the supreme 
head of the Cossack Host was abolished. Authority was transferred 
to Field Marshal Prince Galitsin who, as far as army affairs were 
concerned, superseded even the Little Russian Collegium. 

The end of the Swedish war and the Peace of Nystadt in 1721 
brought with it dire consequences to the Don and the Hetman 
state republics. At this particular time, as we have pointed out al- 
ready, the Zaporozhian republic was not affected. With the trans- 
fer of the Sich to the sovereignty of the Russian tsar, the Zaporozhe 

1s Ibid., p. 112. 
16 Svatikov, p. 150. 
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was once more subjected to a series of suppressive measures akin 
to those taking place in the Don. With the decrees of 1723 the 
Russian government limited its interference to the appointing of 
the Don Host ataman. The other leaders, the Cossack officers, the 
starshyna, continued to be chosen by the Host's Krug. A change 
came about in 1754 when the election system was abolished and 
the Cossack starshyna was appointed by the War Collegium. The 
election of all other officials, those of lower rank, was left to the 
Host. 

In the Zaporozhe, in the year 1744, the Kiev Governor-General, 
Leontyev who held control of the Zaporozhe in the absence of a 
Hetman, proposed to the Senate a series of measures to curb the 
Zaporozhians, including that of substituting an appointive for an 
elective system. Among the first to be appointed would be the chief 
of the Zaporozhian Sich, the Koshouy, and the judges. It was also 
proposed that a list of the names of all Cossacks be drawn up to 
control the influx of discontented elements into the Sich and that 
the Koshovy have a Russian officer to assist him. These proposals 
were rejected at the time by the Senate, and again in 1750 when 
Leontiev renewed his suggestions for the reorganization of the 
Zaporozhe. 

The reasons for Russia's reluctance to follow up Leontiev's sug- 
gestions at the time are clear. The occasion was not propitious for 
carrying out too drastic a series of changes in the autonomy of the 
Sich republic. Russia probably realized that much would be gained 
by waiting. The struggle between the Sich officers and the rank 
and file had been going on for some time. It was particularly bitter 
during the last two decades of the Sich. The struggle involved the 
principle of the periodic (yearly) elections of officers on the one 
hand, supported by the rank and file, and the principle of the per- 
manency of the Cossack office on the other, supported by the Cos- 
sack starshyna. It is against this background that Russia's policy 
towards the republics of the South should be considered. The out- 
standing characteristic was Russian support of the top officers and 
officials against the Cossack rank and file. 

17 Svatikov, p. 167. 
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In the Hetman Ukraine, on the other hand, during the seven- 
teenth and eighteenth centuries Russia supported the Cossack rank 
and file and the peasants against the starshyna. The balance of 
power influenced Moscow in any appraisal of the situation. To  
weaken the principle of autonomy and to destroy alien systems 
Moscow employed deceit and treachery setting group against group, 
to keep the pot of dissatisfaction boiling. This was in accordance 
with the old adage of "divide et impera." That serf-ridden Moscow 
supported the Cossack masses in the Hetman state against the 
Cossack officers, the starshyna, is explicable only because danger to 
herself lay with the starshyna. The starshyna was powerful in the 
Hetman state. The officer's council represented, as it were, the in- 
dependent status of the Ukraine; upon it rested the reality of 
Ukrainian statehood. 

Indeed it was not that Moscow wanted to support the starshyna, 
but wished to provoke the rank and file against their leaders. Begin- 
ning with Peter I these methods became more subtle, causing strained 
relations not only between the Hetman, the starshyna, and the people, 
but also between the members of the ruling class itself. This hap- 
pened because Moscow appointed men devoted to Russia, colonels 
in particular. The policy of appointment, as Myakotin so aptly 
noted,'' failed to end any existing abuses with which the Russians 
constantly accused the starshyna. It only hastened the estrangement 
between starshyna and people. 

In the Hetman state Moscow played a double r81e. The masses 
were set against the officers' council, the starshyna, whose loyalty 
was to the Hetman state, and after taking over the appointment 
of officers and officials, strangers, in particular Russians, were 
chosen to fill the posts. The regiments of northern Chernihiv, 
Starodub, Nizhyn came to be known as the Russian domain, headed 
by Russian colonels, appointed directly by Moscow. Russia chose 
men loyal to her, rather than those loyal to the Hetman state. 

In the Zaporozhe and on the Don the rank and file Cossacks 
were a menace to Moscow. They were continually being strength- 
ened by refugees, by the discontented escaping from Moscow to 

18 Myakotin, Ocher& sotsialnoy isiorii Ukrainy u XVII-XVIII uekakh (Prague, 1925). 
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the Don and from the Hetman state to the Zaporozhe. These rank 
and file Cossacks were chiefly concerned to defend their freedoms. 
Both republics had much in common, their democratic way of life, 
their electoral systems, the communal ownership of land, fisheries, 
hunting grounds, and so on. The Don was governed by the Host's 
Krug (Circle), the Zaporozhe by the Host's Rada (Council). War 
trophies and booty were divided equally among all the members 
of the Cossack Host. The leader of the Zaporozhian Sich was 
chosen each year. So was the leader of the Don army. These Cos- 
sacks were Moscow's greatest enemies. In her system of landlord- 
ism and serfdom theysaw a way of life under which the masters 
made serfs out of free men. The protest here against serfdom was 
both lively and vigorous. 

It is in this connection that we see the rise of social antagonism 
in the Don during the second half of the seventeenth century. 
The Moscowphile group orientated toward Moscow consisted of 
the top level officers, the starshyna, the house-owning Cossacks of 
the lower Don and the "oldtimers" of the upper Don. Among 
the first group were many Ukrainians, mostly older men who had 
settled in the Don and had lived there for some time. The Russians 
belonged to the second group. In the upper Don, however, it was 
the refugees from Moscow who played an important rale impart- 
ing to the Cossack way of life the characteristics of a struggle 
for the rights of man. It may be said that the lower Don was 
more conservative while the upper Don tended to be revolutionary. 
The "wretched refuse" (holytba) made up of the refugees, the 
peasants and hunters, was hostile both to Moscow and to the Don 
ruling groups who sided with the Russian tsar. 

A similar situation existed in the Zaporozhe. On the one hand 
was the starshyna with the conservative older elements, on the 
other the rank and file. The chief officers together with the old 
Cossacks leaned toward compromise, fearful of endangering rela- 
tions either with Moscow or with the Hetman state. 

In the eighteenth century a fairly large pro-Moscow group in 
the Zaporozhe may be noted. The rank and file, whose numbers 
were increasing through the influx of Ukrainian refugees, were a 
revolutionary element, hostile not only to Moscow with its insti- 
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tution of serfdom but also to the Hetman state with its powerful, 
strongly-enthroned starshyna. 

We do not, however, identify Moscow's policy with that of the 
Hetman state in relation to the Sich. Not at all. There is no doubt 
that the Hetman state's attitude toward the Zaporozhe was different 
from that of Moscow. Only this difference did not appear clearly 
on the surface since the Hetman state was forced to follow Mos- 
cow's policy with regard to the Zaporozhe. Generally speaking the 
Hetman state was not allowed to participate in decisions relating 
to Zaporozhian affairs. Beginning with the eighteenth century its 
control over the Zaporozhe was almost non-existent. At the same 
time the Hetman state policy was concerned with the acknowl- 
edgment of its sovereignty over the entire Ukraine including the 
Zaporozhe; this was to be not a coercive measure but a cooperative 
one, leaving the free Zaporozhian Cossacks the right of self-gov- 
arnment. It should also be noted that the Hetman state played 
the role of an intermediary between Moscow and the Zaporozhe. 
The influx of refugees from the Hetmanshchyna (as well as from 
the Right Bank Ukraine and other territories) into the Zaporozhe 
posed great difficulties. This was, to a certain extent, one of the 
bones of contention between the two Ukrainian territories. The 
hostile attitude of the rank and file of the Zaporozhe toward the 
Hetman oficials was in fact the reaction of an aroused Cossack 
mass which felt that in the battle of defending its freedom it was 
losing ground. For in the Zaporozhe too an aristocratic caste, similar 
to that of the Hetman state, was rising. 

Neither the Zaporozhe nor the Don were successful in preserv- 
ing their democratic way of life under a free elective system, gov- 
erned by the Host Council and the Host Krug. In the conflict 
between the ordinary Cossacks on the one hand and the starshyna 
and the conservative Cossacks on the other, the starshyna was 
actually v i c to r io~s .~~  

In the Don, the starshyna successfully competed with the leader- 
ship of the Host Krug during the first decades of the eighteenth 
19  N. Vasylenko-Polonska, "Z istoriyi ostannikh chasiv Zaporozhzhya," Zapysky istouychno- 
filolohichnoho viddilu Ukrayinskoyi Akademiyi Nauk, IX ,  (1925), pp. 310 A. 
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century.20 In the Zaporozhe the importance of the Host's Council 
began to wane during the thirties of the same century, its au- 
thority gradually passing to the meetings of the starshyna, thus 
giving rise to a separate starshyna caste. The struggle here was 
more bitter and, as we have noted before, the attempts of the rank 
and file Cossacks during the last years of the Zaporozhian state 
to throw off the encroaching power of the top level starshyna and 
strengthen the Host's Council took on an exceedingly bitter form.21 

It is interesting to note how Moscow's policies changed with 
the changing situation. No better proof is needed of the fact that 
Moscow was quite unconcerned with the welfare of a given region, 
province, autonomous state or organization and had only her own 
imperialist interests at heart than this, that when she finally suc- 
ceeded in curbing the Hetman state starshyna, the Russian govern- 
ment adopted a policy of support for this group against the rank 
and file who until then had received their support. The officers' 
group then became the nobility caste, achieving a status more or 
less equal to that of the gentry of Russia, while the Ukrainian 
peasants, thanks to this same Russia, sank to the level of the serfs. 
They too achieved a status of equality, in this case with the Russian 
serfs. 

In the Don, Russian policy took a somewhat different turn.22 
It appears that it was the officers, the starshyna, who constituted 
the powerful element, a fact most undesirable in the eyes of Mos- 
cow. It was the starshyna which defended the historical autonomous 
rights of the Don. This is especially marked during the first decades 
of the sixteenth century. As a result, the tsarist government now 
appeared in the guise of a defender of the rank and file, the 
common people, supposedly oppressed by the local aristocracy. 

A deep gulf separated the two Cossack republics from Moscow. 
Authoritarian, absolutist Russia was particularly suspicious of free 

2 0  Svatikov, p. 119; Svatikov, "Donskoy voyskovoy krug," Donskaya letopis, No. 1 ,  p. 199 
8.; Lev Okinshevych, "Generalna rada na Ukrayini-Hetmanshchyni XVII-XVIII st." Pratsi 
komisiyi dlya vynrhuvatinya istoriyi zakhidnyo-ruskoho ta ukrayinskoho prava (Kiev, 1922), 
VI, p. 385. 
2 1 M .  Slabchenko, "Sotsiyalno-pravova orhanizatsiya Sichy Zaporozh~ko~i," Pratsi komisiyi 
dlya vyuchuvannva istoriyi zakhidno-ruskoho ta ukrayinskoho prava, 111, p. 330. 
2 2  Svatikov, p. 278. 
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peoples. The atmosphere of servility and kowtowing gave rise in 
Moscow to a special type of overdisciplined individual (as it did 
in Prussia) who seemed to live by the tsarist ukaz. Those of an 
independent nature who could not adjust themselves to the totali- 
tarian way of life under the deities God and Tsar, fled to the 
Cossack lands to join the ranks of free Cossacks. In the case of 
the Ukraine there was an additional element, differentiating it 
from the Don, in that during the rise of the Cossack movement 
the protests against enslavement involved a protest against aristo- 
cratic Poland which, no less than Russia, was adept in the enslave- 
ment of the common man. 

Freedom was the basic idea underlying life on the Cossack lands. 
The Cossacks abided by the principle of never giving up those 
who sought refuge on their territory. Everyone who came to the 
Zaporozhe or the Don became a free man, like the refugees in 
the Middle Ages who sought the protection of towns which de- 
fended them according to the law that die Stadtluft macht frei. 
The two republics bravely defended these rights. Moscow could 
not allow it, especially in the case of the Don where the refugees 
from Russia sought asylum from serfdom, thereby undermining 
the institution of landlordism in the lands under the tsar. It was 
a stubborn struggle between two opposing ways of life, but the 
Cossacks only very slowly and in the face of insuperable odds 
conceded their positions. After 1671 the Don was forced to yield 
up to Moscow the political refugees who sought asylum within 
its boundaries. During the reign of Peter I a plan was instituted 
whereby even those who fled Russia for religious or social reasons 
had to be rounded up and delivered to the Russian government. 
The brutal manner in which the refugees were hunted down by 
the Russian administration on the Don lands was one of the reasons 
for the Bulavin rebellion. The Zaporozhe also resolutely defended 
its rights in this respect. During the eighteenth century, however, 
Moscow put pressure on the Sichovyks demanding that the hayda- 
mat  peasant rebels be handed back. 

Because of this ideal of personal freedom the Cossacks were 
highly suspicious, if not hostile, to farming as a way of life. Hunt- 
ing, fishing, and cattle raising were the chief occupations of thP 
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peoples of the republics, the Cossacks in particular. They felt that 
in the tilling of the land lay the root of that evil which had made 
one man servile to another. Agriculture was syonymous with serf- 
dom, with the enslavement of freemen. No doubt the refugees 
from lands where serfdom existed contributed toward the growth 
of this idea. They were afraid that in adopting agriculture as a 
way of life they would be thrust back into the serfdom they had 
just escaped. 

Agriculture was not practiced in the Don to any large extent 
before the second half of the seventeenth century.23 The first signs 
appeared about 1685, though as late as 1690 an army decree was 
issued forbidding the Cossacks to till land under penalty of death. 

As time went on, conditions changed. The fields were tilled 
when the Don Cossacks renounced celibacy and contracted mar- 
riages with captive Tatar and other foreign women as well as native 
ones. At the time the Don republic was organized, celibacy for 
the Cossacks was mandatory. This was surely to be attributed to 
the influence of the Zaporozhe which, founded earlier, played the 
role of mentor to the other Cossack organizations. With marriage 
there was bound to be a change in the Cossack attitude toward 
the more peacable pursuits of farming. 

At one time penalties were imposed against Cossacks taking 
up farming. The Zaporozhe was, however, more lenient with those 
who transgressed. Celibacy, indeed, (at least in principle) was a 
required condition of life for the Zaporozhian Cossacks till the 
end of the republic. A member of the Sich was a warrior par 
excellence unburdened with cares, accustomed to hardship, and as 
such he scorned peasant labor. 

On the Sich territory agriculture appeared during the second 
half of the eighteenth century when there, too, a separate group 
of married Cossacks turned to farming. During the final decades 
of the Zaporozhe the Cossacks went so far as to encourage land 
cultivation realizing what danger lurked in trying to control large 
tracts of sparsely populated land. This was, incidentally, one of 

2 Svatikov, p. 26. 
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the reasons Moscow gave for her colonization of the Zaporozhian 
lands. 

Unwillingness to work the land was not only the cause of the 
Don and the Zaporozhe being sparsely populated, but indirectly 
it aroused territorial appetites in others, the Moscow landowners 
in particular. It also placed the two republics in a position of 
dependency upon Moscow. Both the Don and the Zaporozhe ex- 
perienced a scarcity of bread from time to time. Moscow supplied 
the Don, while Zaporozhe depended on the Hetman state for a 
supply. Both Moscow and the Hetman state knew quite well how 
to make capital out of this situation. By curtailing delivery at a 
critical moment the tsarist government was able to bring the 
republics to terms, in the case of the Don directly, in the case of 
the Zaporozhe through the Hetman state. The Pugachev uprising 
of 1773 among the Yaik Cossacks, who were defending the last 
of their autonomy, caused considerable fear in Russian government 
circles for it included the large Povolzhe where the population 
consisted largely of serfs. 

As far as the republic of the Don and the Zaporozhe were con- 
cerned this uprising assumed special significance. In 1775 Catherine 
I1 set out to change radically and arbitrarily the way of life of 
the two republics. Changes were made in the administration of 
border peoples, like the Bashkirs, Kirghiz, and others. As for the 
Cossacks, the Volga Cossack Host was transferred to the Caucasus, 
the Yaiks were renamed the Cossacks of the Urals and so on. 

The chief impact of the blow, however, fell on the Zaporozhe 
and the Don. Under the decree of February 15, 1775, the Host of 
the Don, at the suggestion of Potemkin, was deprived of what 
little autonomy remained to it and was incorporated into the gen- 
eral system of the imperial government. Civil laws governing the 
rest of the Russian territory were introduced here. Only in matters 
strictly military did the Cossacks remain under the direction of 
the War C ~ l l e g i u m . ~ ~  

It is quite clear why Catherine I1 chose the year 1775 to bring 
the Cossacks to terms. The war with Turkey ended in 1774 with 

24 Svatikov, pp. 225, 230. 
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the treaty of Kuchuk-Kainardji. While the war lasted and Mos- 
cow needed the Cossacks the policy was to refrain from antago- 
nizing them. This was in accordance with the old Russian custom 
toward war allies: make use of them and then abuse them. When 
the war ended the Zaporozhian Cossacks were the first to bear the 
brunt of this policy. 

N. V. Vasylenko-Polonska is of the opinion that the Sich was 
destroyed because it prevented the spread of serfdom and that the 
Russian government felt that only by destroying it completely 
would it be able to make serfs out of the Ukrainian peasants. 
The Russian Empress was also enamoured of the populationist 
ideas then current not only in Western Europe but also in Russia. 
She did not wish to have the Sich Cossacks remain celibate even 
within the borders of the Sich territory. Economic reasons also 
played a part. After the Kuchuk-Kainardji treaty, a trade route 
to the Black Sea was wide open except for the Zaporozhe Re- 
public. 

The destruction of the Zaporozhian Host was carried out in the 
summer of 1775 by two Russian armies returning from the war 
with the Turks. One numbered 66,000 men, the other 20,000. This 
maneuver, planned in advance, was finally confirmed by a mani- 
festo of August 3, 1775 as a result of which the Zaporozhian Re- 
public ceased to exist. 

In pointing out the policies that Moscow pursued in the case 
of the two republics, the Don and the Zaporozhe, we have tried 
to bring out some of the methods she employed in her imperialist 
drives. Both republics were founded on the principle of the free- 
dom of man. Serfdom did not exist on their territories. Refugees 
from absolutist Moscow and aristocratic Poland found refuge there. 

In her drive towards territorial expansion, in her hostility to- 
ward free institutions and her desire to extend serfdom as well 
as in her expansionist march toward an outlet to the sea, Moscow 
brought destruction to a way of life in the Don and the Zaporozhe. 

2 5  N. V .  Vasylenko-Polonska, "Manifest 3 serpnya 1775 v svitli tohochasnykh idey," Zapy- 
sky istorychno-filolohichnoho viddilu Ukrayinskoyi Akademiyi Nauk (Kiev, 1927), XII, 
pp. 190 ff. 
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In dealing with autonomous and independent units she has per- 
sistently followed a traditional line, beginning with Novgorod and 
Pskov down to our own time. Moscow has always been an enemy 
of federalism which values the differences inherent in peoples and 
nations. Absolutism and totalitarianism in a variety of shades have 
been her guideposts through the centuries. 


